A magician, an army sniper, a globe trotting TV
cameraman walk into a bar...
No joke! I've been all three. The simple truth is I was not
gifted in any of them. I learned that hard work and
resilience and attitude beats talent. I learned every
workplace is a university or a prison and I held the keys.
I help leaders get this message to the people they lead.

JulianMather.com

keynote speaker
If you think Julian’s magic-themed keynotes make for lively conferences,
you’d be only half right. Sure the magic moments are audience pleasing,
interactive and humorous but what starts out as playful sparring quickly
turns thought provoking.
Audiences are seamlessly transitioned to the emotionally compelling
storytelling that brings alive Julian’s ringside view of life he experienced
as a globe trotting ABC cameraman. A quarter century of fascinating
characters who became Julian’s teachers now pass on their wisdom
through - sometimes - gritty lessons.
There’s a strategy to the 45 to 60 minutes of jab jab jab RIGHT HOOK, jab
jab jab RIGHT HOOK, this pattern of magic and meaning that keeps your
audience leaning in. Magic unlock the minds of the audience and makes
them receptive to learning. Yes, this makes Julian’s talks great opening
keynotes to kick off your event. Delegates go to their sessions primed
that they can indeed lift their game and that of their team.
As Old McDonald said, Julian’s keynotes are EIEIO. Educational Inspiring
Entertaining Interesting Original
Got a particular message you want delivered with a punch? Contact
Julian early in your planning stage and he’ll work with you to customise
an effect. As soon as you lock in a date call us.

"I don't think we have
ever had such an
entertaining and
educational feature at
any previous sessions.
The most impressive
point is that each of our
attendees could take
something practical
away that they could
use on a daily basis in
their workplace" Adam
Westerink- Australian
Institute of Radiography
To enquire about Julian Mather speaking
at your next conference or event,
contact Vicky on 0409827974 or
vicky@julianmather.com

Conference Presentations
30-90 minutes
'Magic Moments' are aha moments. This series of keynotes
takes leaders from confusion to clarity using emotionally
compelling storytelling, audience pleasing magic and
strategy underpinned with science. They 'see' the possibility
of simpler solutions to nagging workplace problems.

Untold Secrets
Why do some lead effortlessly and others struggle
just to follow? Julian observed people, from Prince
to Pauper, during his 25 years travelling the world as
a TV cameraman and success leaves clues. You
discover in 45 mins what it took Julian a quarter
century to learn.

$5 Dollar Solutions
Big dollars are being spent on improving
productivity and engagement. Julian cheekily
asks leaders, 'how's that been working out for
you so far?' Could there be $5 solutions to these
billion dollar problems? Fresh thinking and
strategy for disillusioned leaders.

Biggest Magic Secret
Why do magicians never reveal their secrets? They
know that what’s rare is valuable. What’s rare in the
workplace these days is the right attitude. The
audience makes the connection between their
attitude and their career ambitions. Now for real
magic: how they can turn a negative work situation
into a positive one.

30 minutes to 90 minutes AUD $7,500 (inc GST)
• These prices include GST.
• Weekend surcharges apply.
• Overnight stays may incur a surcharge.
• International speaking fees are quoted on an individual basis.
• Professional services fees are provided as a guide for budgeting purposes and may vary according to the specific assignment.
• The amounts quoted do not allow for personal expenses directly related to the activity such as transportation, accommodation, meals,
etc, and should be added where appropriate.

